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whole lot of choices
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An all-white colour palette
makes any bathroom a peaceful,
settling retreat
A white bathroom sets a stylist’s heart aflutter as they scream classic, clean and cool. Here we offer some advice why they are an advantage as are some
tips on how to style a colourless space without it looking too stark.
1.

4.

Light and bright

Tiling design tips

White Bathrooms are a great option if your bathroom space is lacking
windows or natural light as they help to brighten a space and reflect light,
which also makes this a particularly good option for smaller bathrooms.

•
		
		

If you are working with lower ceilings, laying rectangular tiles
vertically on your walls, either stacked or stretcher bond style is
a great way to give the illusion of more height.

2.

•
		
		
		
		

Play with proportions, opting for large floor tiles and smaller
wall tiles can make your space feel more balanced, but don’t be
afraid to switch things around and put your smaller tiles on the
floor with large format tiles on the wall. Playing with tiles sizes
can add an element of interest to your space.

Selling point

If you are looking to re sell or rent out your home, an all white or neutral
bathroom can act as a blank canvas, allowing people the opportunity to
easily visualise themselves as well as their possessions in the space.
3.

Timeless

You may think an all white bathroom could be a bit minimal and risk averse,
but they also have the ability to be timeless in their simplicity. The minute
you add a vase of flowers,and elegant white orchid or small green indoor
plant, the bathroom immediately feels less monochromatic. If you have a
timber vanity the texture of the wood makes the space less clinical, as does
open storage. A large mirror also adds depth and soft coloured towels add
more texture.
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25/10 Kings Park Circuit
Five Dock
Auction

3

2

2

Situated in the popular Kings Bay Estate, this modern three
bedroom apartment provides spacious family living amid stylish
comforts and surrounded by convenient transport, restaurants,
cafes, shops, parks and schools.

58/1 Maher Close
Chiswick
Auction

2

2

2

Enjoy living in this luxury waterfront resort style complex known
as Riviera’ on the shores of Abbotsford Bay.This stylish and
contemporary apartment ensures privacy and offers modern
interiors and a great entertaining north facing balcony with a
leafy outlook.

8/3 Queensborough Road
Croydon Park
Auction

2

1

1

Positioned on the top level of this small security block is this
bright and spacious two bedroom apartment with generous sized
bedrooms and open plan living and dining area. Two spacious
bedrooms main with balcony, Light filled open plan living/dining
area. Central bathroom and storage cupboard. Close to shops and
city transport. Complete with carspace at rear

16/3B Bortfield Drive
Chiswick
Auction

2

1

1

Enjoying an abundance of natural light this three bedroom
apartment is spacious and set in a tranquil street positioned only
a short stroll from Chiswick wharf, waterfront parks, local shops,
restaurants and cafes.
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principal’s word
It’s that time of year again. The financial year ends this month and that
means that its time for landlords to prepare for tax time. Now is the time to
seek the advice of your accountant and get those last minute repairs and
maintenance jobs done and bills paid for deduction purposes.
As we saw it May was another good month in our local area with some top
sales results Buyer activity has been confident although numbers at open
for inspections have decreased slightly due to higher stock levels and of
course the cooler weather. Even with fewer numbers it is important to note
that any buyer with intent of purchasing is still quite confident, but there
is a hint that they are not going too far over their financial limits. It seems
the gap between what sellers want and what buyers are prepared to pay
will even up and makes a more stable market for everyone.
Whilst this is happening it is not to say that the property market will drop
it merely means that the pace of growth in property prices will slow down
but they will not stop. Property prices will keep growing but at a lesser rate
per year.
Joseph Rupolo | Principal

84%

Properties Sold

24

Sold by Auction

19

Sold by Private Treaty

5

27 Duke Avenue Rodd Point
4 Henley Marine Drive Five Dock
22/7 Bortfield Drive Chiswick
27 Lenore Street Russell Lea
35 Harris Road Five Dock
336 Lyons Road Russell Lea
36 Murralong Avenue Five Dock
5/61-63 Parkview Road Russell Lea
14/54A Blackwall Point Road Chiswick
408/3 Bechert Road Chiswick
7/10 Bortfield Drive Chiswick
76/57-63 Fairlight Street Five Dock
48 Henry Street Five Dock
40 Lancelot Street Five Dock
57 Burnell Street Russell Lea
11 Rowley Road Russell Lea
6/54A Blackwall Point Road Chiswick
25 Murralong Avenue Five Dock
54 Coranto Street Wareemba
41 Henry Street Five Dock
48/57-63 Fairlight Street Five Dock
2 Murralong Avenue Five Dock
4/40 Tyler Crescent Abbotsford
2/185 First Avenue Five Dock
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$2,350,000
$1,720,000
$963,000
$2,900,000
$1,855,000
$1,800,000
$3,501,000
$1,155,000
$900,000
$755,000
$945,000
$985,000
$1,705,000
$1,785,000
$3,160,000
$2,350,000
$680,000
$1,790,000
$1,740,000
$1,670,000
$991,000
$1,500,000
Undisclosed
Undisclosed

our formula for your
real estate success
Intelligent market analysis coupled with
experience, local knowledge and the drive
for outstanding results.

sold by
LOCALE
20 Excelsior St Leichhardt $1,230,000

Frances Rupolo

7/255 Concord Rd Concord West $725,000
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Shane Howley

